The electrical performance of graphene synthesized by chemical vapour deposition and transferred to insulating surfaces may be compromised by extended defects, including for instance grain boundaries, cracks, wrinkles and tears. In this study we experimentally investigate and compare the nano-and microscale electrical continuity, after transfer to SiO2 surfaces, of single layer graphene grown on cm-size single crystal copper with that of previously studied graphene films, grown on commercially available copper foil. The electrical continuity of the graphene films is analysed using two non-invasive conductance characterization methods: ultra-broadband terahertz time-domain spectroscopy and micro four-point probe, which probe the electrical properties of the graphene film on different length scales; 100 nm and 10 µm, respectively. Ultra-broadband terahertz time-domain spectroscopy allows for measurement of the complex conductance response in the frequency range 1-15 terahertz, covering the entire intraband conductance spectrum, and reveals that the conductance response for the graphene grown on single crystalline copper intimately follows the Drude model for a barrier-free conductor. In contrast, the graphene grown on commercial foil copper shows a distinctly non-Drude conductance spectrum that is better described by the Drude-Smith model, which incorporates the effect of preferential carrier backscattering associated with extended, electronic barriers with a typical separation on the order of 100 nm. Micro four-point probe resistance values measured on graphene grown on single crystalline copper in two different voltage-current configurations show close agreement with the expected distributions for a continuous 2D conductor, in contrast with previous observations on graphene grown on commercial copper foil. The terahertz and micro four-point probe conductance values of the graphene grown on single crystalline copper shows a close to unity correlation, in contrast with those of the graphene grown on commercial copper foil, which we explain by the absence of extended defects on the microscale in CVD graphene grown on single crystalline copper. The presented results demonstrate that the graphene grown on single crystal copper is electrically continuous on the nano-, micro-, as well as intermediate scales.
Introduction
Since the isolation of single layer graphene by micromechanical exfoliation 1 , synthesis processes such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on nickel 2 and copper 3 (Cu) have been intensively studied to provide a route towards fabrication of graphene of quality similar to that of exfoliated graphene on a scale relevant for systematic research, prototyping and commercial applications. Since electronic mean free path 4 , carrier mobility and electrical continuity [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] are defining parameters for electronic device performance 11 , the ability to reproducibly fabricate, transfer and verify graphene of high electronic quality is a prerequisite for applications within electronics. Several groups reported that the quality of CVD graphene catalysed on Cu substrates depends strongly on the crystal orientation of the Cu, with growth on the Cu(111) facet leading to the highest quality of graphene [12] [13] [14] . In continuation of this research, we grow graphene on Cu(111) single crystals (SC), similar to earlier reports 15 . The use of expensive SC metallic substrates suggests application of a transfer method that avoids etching of the substrate. To this end we employ the approach of electrochemical delamination described by Wang et al. 16 We modified the technique for higher areal coverage and lower number of tears and cracks by control of the electrode potential.
Electrical properties of CVD graphene can be severely degraded by the presence of extended (line-shaped) defects, such as grain boundaries, cracks and wrinkles, which can lead to non-continuous electrical conduction on a multitude of length scales. The influence of such extended defects is likely to lead to erroneous evaluation of sheet resistance and mobility in standard hall bar device measurements if their characteristic length is on the order of device dimensions. For sufficiently high densities, extended barriers in thin graphene films can lead to electrical behaviour similar to that found in two dimensional sub-critical or critical percolation networks 6, 17, 18 , where electronic transport on scales similar to or larger than the interbarrier distance is severely impeded. Evaluation of electrical continuity from nanoscopic to microscopic scales is therefore of particular relevance for implementation of graphene in micro-and nano-electronics.
In a prior study 19 we used dual configuration micro four-point probe (M4PP) measurements and terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) to evaluate electrical continuity of graphene on micro-and nanometer length scales. The graphene films investigated in that study showed traits of electrical discontinuity on micrometer scales, resulting in a poor correlation between nanoscopic and microscopic conductance. Our previous investigation could, however, not discern the details of nanoscopic conduction dynamics and electrical continuity, owing to limitations in the bandwidth of THz-TDS measurements.
In this paper we investigate and compare the electrical continuity of CVD graphene films grown on SC Cu and commercial foil (CF) Cu using two independent, non-invasive, spatially resolved techniques: THz-TDS and scanning M4PP 19 . The methods probe the conductance and electrical continuity on different lengths scales of approximately 100 nm and 10 µm, respectively. Through observation of distinct Drude and DrudeSmith [20] [21] [22] [23] conductance spectra in CVD graphene films grown on SC Cu and CF Cu, respectively, ultrabroadband THz-TDS can distinguish the response of electrically continuous graphene from that of graphene with extended defects on the 100 nm scale. While the current observation of Drude conduction dynamics in graphene grown on SC Cu is in agreement with a number of previous observations in conventional THz-TDS studies of high quality, large area graphene films [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , the presented Drude-Smith response from graphene grown on CF Cu is to our knowledge the first definitive observation of a non-Drude static terahertz conductance response from graphene. Analogously, dual configuration M4PP measurements allow for evaluation of two-dimensional continuity on the 10 µm scale. Where our previous study revealed discontinuity through observation of electrical behaviour deviating from that of an infinite conducting sheet, 6, 19 we here confirm microscopic, electrical continuity of SC Cu grown large scale CVD graphene.
Finally, we verify electrical continuity on intermediate length scales through observation of highly correlated nanoscopic and microscopic sheet conductances of the investigated graphene grown on SC Cu.
Materials and Methods

Growth and transfer of single crystal copper grown graphene
Graphene was grown on 10x10x1 mm 3 single crystal Cu(111) (MTI Corporation, uncertainty 2°, purity higher than 99.9999%, initial roughness lower than 30 Å). The substrate was initially annealed for 3 hours at 1040°C in a mixed H2 (1000 sccm)/Ar (200 sccm) atmosphere at 3 mbar. The H2 flow was then reduced to 300 sccm, and the pressure to 1.5 mbar. The graphene was grown by introducing methane precursor (2 sccm) for 10 minutes. The sample was then cooled down to room temperature in pure Ar flow (1000 sccm). To transfer the graphene in a manner that allows reuse of the Cu substrate while still preserving the integrity of the graphene, an electrochemical delamination transfer based on the approach described by Wang et al 16 was
used. The technique was however modified for a gentler and slower release of the graphene film by limiting the electrode potential, which we find results in a slower delamination, with higher coverage on the target substrate. The SC Cu grown graphene was transferred to high resistivity (> 10.000 cm) silicon (HR-Si) covered with 90 nm SiO2.
Coverage analysis
To make a quantitative assessment of the graphene coverage, a grid of 210 images were acquired automatically using a Nikon Eclipse L200 microscope equipped with a high-precision Prior Scientific motorized stage and saved with a resolution of ~0.48 µm/pixel. The images were subsequently stitched into a single high-resolution image and analysed. Areas with single layer graphene were identified and measured by convoluting the spectral contrast of graphene 29 with the spectral sensitivity of the CCD sensor to obtain RGB values for the contrast.
Micro Raman spectroscopy
Micro Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out using a Thermo Fisher Scientific DXR Raman microscope using a 433 nm (blue) excitation laser with a power of 1 mW and a spot size of around 1 µm.
The graphene was first measured in 1600 locations with 125 m spacing on the surface of the SC Cu substrate after growth, and repeated on the transferred graphene film.
Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy
THz-TDS was performed with two separate spectrometers; one for ultra-broadband, single position THz-TDS, and one for spatially scanned conventional THz-TDS. The ultra-broadband THz time-domain spectrometer is based on THz generation in a two-color laser induced air plasma [30] [31] [32] and THz detection by air biased coherent detection 33, 34 . This approach produces THz pulses with a bandwidth up to 40 THz, close to that of the 35 fs optical pulses used for generation and detection, and facilitated spectroscopy on the present samples in a range from 1-15 THz. Further details on the ultra-broadband THz-TDS setup are described previously 23, 35, 36 . Due to relatively large phase shifts associated with small variations in substrate thickness from sample position to reference position at multi-THz frequencies, it was necessary to correct the phase of the measured ultra-broadband THz-TDS data accordingly. This commonly used procedure was first introduced by Jeon et al 37 .
Conventional scanned THz-TDS from 0.1-1.5 THz is performed using a commercial fiber-coupled spectrometer, also described in detail elsewhere 19 . The sample is scanned in the THz focal plane between fiber coupled emitter and detector units to form sheet conductance line scans and sheet conductance maps with 350 µm spatial resolution (at 1 THz).
For both conventional and ultra-broadband THz-TDS measurements, the sheet conductance of the graphene films, s(f), is extracted as described in Ref 19 , by relating the Fourier transform,
, of a reference THz waveform transmitted through the non-graphene-covered HR-Si substrate with nSi=3.417 29, 30 to the Fourier transform,
, of a sample THz waveform transmitted through the graphene-covered HR-Si substrate. Since the THz radiation interacts strongly with the free carriers in the graphene film, the complex transmission function,
, can be related to the sheet conductance of the graphene film through the Fresnel coefficients for transmission and reflection at the boundaries in the sample structure. For the directly transmitted pulse and the 1 st round-trip echo the relations are given by equation (1) and (2), respectively.
where nA = nSi + 1 and nB = nSi -1, f is the frequency, and Z0=377  is the vacuum impedance. For the graphene film grown on SC Cu, s(f) is determined from an analysis of THz waveforms transmitted directly through the sample (1 st pulse). For the graphene film grown on CF Cu, s(f) is determined from the 1 st echo pulse (2 nd pulse), resulting from two internal reflections in the sample. Using the 1 st echo pulse increases the contrast between reference and sample measurements and works to improve the overall signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement for graphene films with a small THz response.
Dual configuration micro-four point measurement (M4PP)
Sheet conductance,s, was mapped using Au coated micro four-point probes with three-way flexible electrodes 38,39 on a CAPRES MicroRSP-M150 system. The modified van der Pauw equation . Whereas evenly distributed defects much smaller than the electrode pitch may contribute by reducing the average sheet conductance, 42 interior defects on the scale of the electrode pitch result in incorrigible errors 43 as the measurement sensitivity to defects become non-linear for strong and finite area (or length) perturbations of the local sheet conductance. 44 The latter type of defect, results in measured RA/RB ratios which differ from that predicted for an infinite conducting sheet, RA/RB=ln(4)/ln (3) , and may be used in evaluation of electrical continuity of the measured film. The graphene samples were measured using multi-electrode probes (see Fig 3a) for concurrent measurements with multiple equidistant electrode pitches of 4 µm, 8 µm and 12 µm, and a set current of 5 A was chosen in order to avoid current induced sample damage 45 .
Results and Discussion
CVD graphene grown on Cu (111) single crystal was transferred by electrochemical delamination 16 to SiO2 grown on HR Si wafer. The average coverage in the total 1 x 1 cm 2 transferred area is ~92%, and reaches 99% in several ~4 mm 2 regions. This is concluded from stitched high resolution optical images (figure 1a), collected across the sample and analyzed in terms of their optical contrast. Each pixel in the generated coverage map (figure 1b) indicates the presence/absence of graphene as bright/dark color, respectively. As shown in figure 1c , the Raman response of the transferred graphene film exhibits distinct signatures of monolayer graphene with single-peaked G and 2D bands. The lattice defect density in the graphene film is monitored via the I(D)/I(G) peak intensity ratio of the Raman D and G peaks [46] [47] [48] . Before transfer the average I(D)/I(G) peak intensity ratio from 1600 measurements on the as-grown graphene film on SC Cu was 0.07±0.03, which after transfer increased to a value of 0.15±0.07. fig. 2c ) shows real and imaginary parts of the conductance that slowly decreases with frequency and slowly increases with frequency, respectively. This type of conductance spectrum is characteristic of a Drude conductor, for which charge carriers move unhindered between isotropic point scattering events with the scattering rate =1/τ 19, 25, 26 . The ultra-broadband THz-TDS conductance spectrum (filled markers in fig.  2c ) agrees and overlaps with conventional THz-TDS data at low frequencies, allowing accurate fitting of the nm. The observed Drude conductance spectrum can thus be interpreted as a signature of electronic continuity on nano-to sub-micron-scale. Furthermore, the measured scattering time can be used to evaluate the mean free path of carriers:
The conductance spectrum that we observe for the CF Cu grown graphene shows real and imaginary parts of the conductance that are predominantly flat and constant in the lower frequency range resolved by conventional THz-TDS (open markers in fig. 2d ). While this flat conductance spectrum could be accounted for by a Drude response with a scattering rate much larger than the accessible frequency range ( 2 f    ) of conventional THz-TDS, ultra-broadband THz-TDS investigations shows that the conductance response for the CF Cu grown graphene film differs fundamentally from the Drude model (filled markers in fig. 2d ). This is exemplified in figure 2b by a Drude model best fit with =10 fs and DC=0.74 mS shown in grey lines. The two techniques agree very well at low frequencies, but the ultra-broadband conductance spectrum reveals that the flat low-frequency conductance spectrum is not a signature of a pure Drude conductance response. The conductance spectrum shows a slight, but distinct suppression of the real conductance from DC to around 2 THz, accompanied by a flat, diminishing or even slightly negative imaginary conductance in the same region. A previous conventional THz-TDS investigation indicated a similar response from CVD graphene 53 . These features are representative of a capacitive response and cannot be reproduced by the Drude model. They represent to our knowledge the first definitive observation of a non-Drude static terahertz conductance response from graphene where all features in the intraband conductance response are resolved. Similar conductance spectra have commonly been observed in e.g. nano-disordered systems such as semiconductor nano-crystal systems and conjugated polymer systems. In these studies the phenomenological Drude-Smith model has been shown to provide a simple, but natural extension to the Drude model, capable of describing the conductance response of solid state systems with some degree of carrier localization [20] [21] [22] [23] 54 . The Drude-Smith model is expressed as
where WD is the Drude weight,  is the momentum relaxation time, and cn are so-called backscattering parameters, which are a measure of the persistence of velocity upon carrier scattering 21, 22, 54 . In the Drude-Smith framework, a suppression of DC and low frequency conductance as well as a negative low frequency, imaginary conductance, such as in our present observations, arise as a consequence of charge carrier localization caused by preferential carrier backscattering on extended electronic barriers on a nanoscopic length scale smaller than or similar to the mean free path of the charge carriers in the system 18 .
Such preferential carrier backscattering is modelled in the Drude-Smith framework by statistically retaining a fraction of the initial momentum vector of carriers upon scattering events, parameterized by the set of cn coefficients. In the current impulse response formalism, the cn parameters can be shown to be the Taylor coefficients of an arbitrary pertubation function, ( ) g t  , describing the deviations of the Drude-Smith impulse response from the exponentially decaying Drude impulse response as ( ) . By including only the first term in the series and omitting the subscript n, we are thus including only the first-order correction to the Drude conductance response caused by preferential carrier backscattering 22, 23 . In this truncated expression, a single parameter, c, describes the degree of preferential carrier backscattering, where c=0 corresponds to complete momentum randomization upon scattering, recovering the Drude model, while c = -1 accounts for full momentum reversal, leading to complete backscattering of carriers in all scattering events. Recent Monte Carlo carrier trajectory simulations 55 found the conductance response of nanocrystal arrays with semi-reflecting boundaries to be well described by the Drude-Smith model, where a phenomenological correspondence between c and barrier reflectivity was found for systems with crystal dimensions comparable to the bulk mean free path 56 . As seen from figure 2d, we find the measured sheet conductance response to be well described by the Drude-Smith model with a Drude weight WD = 1.54 mS, a momentum relaxation time  = 43 fs, a backscattering parameter c = -0.60, and a DC sheet conductance of DC=WD(1+c)=0.62 mS, and we therefore suggest an interpretation of the measured conductance spectrum for the CF Cu grown graphene film in a picture analogous to previous studies of nano-disordered solid state systems [20] [21] [22] [23] 54 . Our observations thus suggest the existence of extended, partially reflecting barriers for electronic transport in the graphene film grown on CF Cu with a characteristic length scale similar to the mean free path of the system, given as 43 nm.
Likely origins of such defects on this length scale in CVD graphene films include crystal domain boundaries and incomplete growth coverage, while transfer-related damages such as e.g. rips or ripples will typically dominate on larger length scales. Furthermore, a value of c = -0.60 seems to indicate partially transmitting barriers 21, 55 , which points more towards grain boundaries and wrinkles, rather than fully insulating defects such as rips and tears. An interpretation within the Drude-Smith picture of nanoscopically localized carriers thus suggests that the observed non-Drude conductance features are a signature of restricted movement of carriers due to preferential backscattering on graphene grain boundaries 7 or ripples in the poly-crystalline CVD graphene film.
Microscale electrical continuity: dual configuration micro four-point measurements
As a complementary method dual configuration M4PP measurements allows electrical continuity analysis of the graphene film on the microscopic scale given by the probe pitch 19 , through comparison of two different current-voltage configurations, termed A and B (see Figure 3) . In the ideal case of measurements with perfectly equidistant co-linear electrodes on a perfectly two-dimensional conductor, the ratio RA/RB of the measured resistances is exactly     ln 4 ln 3 1.26 
19
. In the more realistic case of Gaussian distributed positions of the four electrode contacts (due to positioning uncertainty), a perfectly two-dimensional conductor instead gives rise to a distinct statistical distribution of measured RA/RB ratios centered near 1.26. These distributions, obtained by Monte Carlo simulations of a two-dimensional electrically continuous film, 19 are shown in Figure 3 . Here, normal distributed electrode position errors were applied to each electrode in analytical Monte Carlo simulations to predict the distribution of RA/RB ratios as function of electrode pitch. A normal distributed electrode position error of 0.4 µm was found from the relative standard deviation of A-configuration measurements; a methodology we presented in ref 38 , and which is consistent with the equivalent analysis for B-configurations and variable electrode pitch. Note that an independent measurement of the magnitude of electrode position errors does not exist for measurements on ideal graphene. In the case of insulating defects close to the probes, the RA/RB ratio converges towards 1, which we previously associated with 1D-like or percolative transport 6, 19 . This dual configuration measurement strategy thus offers insight into the degree of microscale spatial electrical continuity of the film, independently from the absolute value of the conductance, which is not immediately possible from a conventional singleconfiguration conductance measurement.
Dual configuration M4PP measurements were performed across the transferred SC Cu grown graphene film using multi-electrode probes for concurrent measurements with equidistant electrode pitches of 4 µm, 8 µm and 12 µm (see figure 3a) . We observe a mean difference in the spatially correlated sheet conductance of less than 4 % between the three different electrode pitches and Pearson correlation values of R 2 =0.932, R 2 =0.884 and R 2 =0.951, when comparing 4 µm with 8 µm, 4 µm with 12 µm and 8 µm with 12 µm, respectively. From this we conclude that the measured sheet conductance is in this case independent on electrode pitch. In addition, the obtained RA/RB ratios follow the predicted distribution functions for M4PP measurements on an infinite, continuous, 2-dimensional conducting sheet for all three electrode pitches used, although with minor unexplained deviations for the smallest electrode pitch of 4 µm, which could be related to the finite contact size. In our previous study, two CVD graphene films grown on CF Cu were investigated in a similar manner, although here with a probe pitch of 10 m, see reference 19 . Both graphene films show broader RA/RB distributions (cf. inserts figure 3c), with especially the distribution of one graphene film exhibiting a distinct clustering of values at exactly RA/RB = 1.00. While the RA/RB ratio distribution for one of the previously investigated graphene films grown on CF Cu qualitatively resembles a 2-dimensional conductor with some additional broadening, the distribution for the second graphene film clearly differs. The strong correlation between nanoscale (THz-TDS) and microscale (M4PP) sheet conductance of the CVD graphene grown on SC Cu (figure 3b-c) suggests that this film, in contrast with the investigated graphene grown on CF Cu, has a negligible number of extended defects with characteristic length scales between the characteristic transport length scale of the THz-TDS (20-250 nm) and the electrode pitch of the M4PP measurements (4-12 m). Within the limits of the used analysis and the investigated range, this film can thus be said to be electrically continuous. It is not reasonable to extend our results to the point of predicting the electrical continuity of CVD grown graphene on Cu foils or Cu single crystals in general. There are numerous reports on high quality graphene in literature grown on Cu single crystals [12] [13] [14] as well as Cu foils 58, 59 , including observations of Drude-like THz responses in studies of CVD graphene grown on Cu foils [26] [27] [28] . The keypoint of this work is a method of detecting the presence (or absence) of extended defects on different length scales in a way that directly relates to impact on the conducting properties, which can be extended to large areas of graphene. Due to the non-contact nature and fast acquisition rate of the technique, THz-TDS analysis can realistically be applied to arbitrarily large films in industrial settings, and as the quality and mobility of synthesized large-area graphene increases, a lower frequency range is required to accurately discern between the continuous (Drude) and semi-or dis-continuous (Drude-Smith) regimes, making this type of analysis approachable with simpler systems that offer much higher throughput. The M4PP approach is routinely applied in the semiconductor industry using commercially available equipment that meets the demands of the silicon industry for reliability, cleanliness, and throughput. Although electrical continuity is obviously of crucial importance judging from the widespread concerns for cracks and tears in the literature on transfer methods 60, 61 , we believe this work is first to propose a systematic, quantitative approach to evaluate the actual electrical continuity, addressing the question of whether a graphene film is truly electrically twodimensional or not on multiple scales.
In summary, we show how the electrical continuity of CVD graphene may be evaluated by ultra-broadband THz-TDS and dual configuration M4PP conductance mapping across several orders of magnitude in length scale from approximately 100 nm to 10 m. In particular, we verify that CVD graphene grown on SC Cu and transferred without damaging neither the catalyst nor the graphene using an electrochemical delamination method, indeed shows clear, unambiguous signatures of continuous, two-dimensional electrical conduction on the nano-, micro-, as well as intermediate length scale. This stands in stark contrast to present and prior observations of electrical discontinuity in CVD graphene grown on CF Cu. Ultra-broadband THz-TDS measurements show that while the conductance spectrum of graphene grown on SC Cu closely follows the Drude model which describes a two-dimensional conductor without backscattering on the nanoscopic scale, graphene grown on CF Cu presents characteristic signatures of nanoscopic preferential backscattering, accurately reproduced by the Drude-Smith model. Such features are commonly interpreted to be the consequence of extended, semi-insulating defects, which in the present context, suggests that back-scattering on domain boundaries or wrinkles in this graphene is significant. Dual configuration M4PP measurements distinguish the electrical response of continuous graphene from that of graphene with extended defects on the few-micron scale, as defined by the electrode pitch. Comparisons of resistance measurements in two different current-voltage configurations show that SC Cu grown CVD graphene exhibits distinctive traits of continuous two-dimensional electronic transport on the microscopic scale, which is not the case for the two CF Cu grown samples. Finally, we have verified the electrical continuity of SC Cu grown CVD graphene on intermediate length scales through a direct comparison of nanosopic and microscopic sheet conductance. Extended defects occurring on an intermediate length scale will intuitively lead to reduced conductance measured by M4PP compared to that measured by THz-TDS, as M4PP measurements interrogate the graphene films on a much larger length scale. A direct comparison of thousands of measurement points show that the correlation of M4PP to THz-TDS sheet conductance for CF Cu grown samples is significantly below 1:1, while graphene grown on SC Cu shows a correlation much closer to unity, revealing that graphene from SC Cu has a significantly higher degree of continuity on the intermediate scale between the probing length scales of the two applied methods.
